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S T R A T E G I C F R A M E W O R K

Get champion on Main Board

Install accurate data capture /
AMR system

Set a reduction target that
defines the level of ambition

Without this, your chances of success are
dramatically reduced

This allows you to identify opportunities & track
progress

Appoint Head of Energy with
business skills

List risks & opportunities using
MACCs / IRR curves

See Danone Case Study, page 29

Run a change management
programme to get adhesion

Create a supply chain
programme

KEY DECISIONS
How do you finance?

Do you want to hire skills?

ENERGY PERFORMANCE
CONTRACT

Important appointment – this person will build the
business strategy

INTERNALLY FINANCED ESCO STYLE ARRANGEMENT

Consider incorporating targets
into senior management

remuneration

Develop a system for processing
submitted opportunities, with

guidelines

See point 4 on previous page

What sort of guarantees do you
want?

On or off balance sheet?

Develop a reward system for
staff – financial or recognition

Run a change management
programme to get adhesion

Run a change management
programme to get adhesion

What sort of guarantees do you
want?

The same level of ambition can be carried into
each of these arrangements
Do you want to retain the savings yourself or
share with a partner?
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C A S E  S T U D Y

Kick-starting the change process with an ESCO partnership
Imperial Tobacco Group (ITG) has reduced its energy intensity by 10% since 2001
through energy conservation and restructuring - undertaken during a period of
rapid acquisition. In 2010, based on the results of its energy audits, ITG
established new group targets to reduce its manufacturing energy consumption
by an additional 20% by 2020. With ITG’s internal efforts to find savings
opportunities amounting to an average 5% across all sites, it turned to Energy
Efficiency expert Danfoss to help find the difference. Danfoss audited 11
recently acquired sites and identified guaranteed savings opportunities of 20%,
since which ITG and Danfoss have entered into a trial energy saving partnership
(also referred to as an ESCO partnership) at two sites.

ITG is also running a competition with its technical experts on other sites to
identify the best 20 projects for its remaining sites, an exercise it will repeat
each year as part of the manufacturing financial planning process.

Trialling the ESCO route
After a tender process, ITG selected Danfoss, a Danish firm with 24,000 staff in
22 countries and a 75-year history in Energy Efficiency. Danfoss began with an
energy audit of 11 recently acquired sites. An average of 20% savings were
identified with an internal rate of return1 (IRR) of around 25%.

ITG selected two sites - one in Poland and one in Spain, as pilot projects under
ESCO agreements with Danfoss. Performance will be compared with a business
as usual approach. ESCO agreements will be extended to further sites if there is
a compelling case. These sites were selected because they had the greatest
identified energy savings, with the following combined characteristics;
 CAPEX of €2.8 m
 Paybacks of 3.1 years
 Reducing energy consumption by 20%
 IRR of 25%

Company
description:
The world’s fourth
largest tobacco
company outside
China. 51
manufacturing
facilities and its
products are available
in over 160 countries.

No. of
employees:
38,000

2010 revenues:
£28.1bn

2010 adjusted
operating profit:
£3.1bn

2010 energy
spend:
£40m

One of the most striking features of the agreement is that it only covers a period of two years. ESCO
agreements often cover substantially longer time periods, which makes it a prolonged process and more
complicated management decision.
The main stages of the Danfoss programme are as follows:

1 The internal rate of return (IRR) of an investment is the discount rate at which the net present value of costs (negative cash flows) of the
investment equals the net present value of the benefits (positive cash flows) of the investment.
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There are a number of other features of the agreement which are notable. These include;

 Alignment of interests between Danfoss and employees at Imperial Tobacco.

 Savings that were identified in the Audit stage were guaranteed, even if the investment programme
changes during in the Verification & Planning stage.

 The capital release programme is designed to give confidence to ITG, who will be paid the shortfall
by Danfoss, if targeted savings are not met – “no cure, no pay”.

 Both factory employees and Danfoss are incentivised to outperform the targets. Savings beyond
the guaranteed energy saving are shared between Imperial Tobacco and Danfoss.

 Not all of the identified savings result from technology investments and process improvement:
around 30% are linked to behaviour change. To achieve these, Danfoss energy experts support
Imperial Tobacco site management, develop energy champions and help establish a culture change
programme.

 The parameters that influence energy consumption are carefully measured to set a reliable
baseline and take account external factors such as the weather, production volumes or unforeseen
process changes.

Take aways:
 Agreements that have short contracting periods are more likely to get management support
 ESCO agreements can deliver the extra resources and expertise to deliver a step change in energy

management
 ESCO agreements can deliver guaranteed savings and provide a strong return on investment

This Case Study was based on an interview with Chris Wickenden, Group OHS&E Manager for
Imperial Tobacco Group.

 Auditing
Measure / follow up
 Support
 Evaluate

Audit
4-6 weeks

Verification
& planning
(3 months)

Implementation
(6 months)

Repayment
12 months

 Identify potential
savings
 Estimate costs
Mgt. summary

 Establish firm prices
 Baseline measures
Monitoring
 Targeting
Mobilising energy saving

champions

 Technical installation
 Process improvement
Mobilising ‘people

power’ to engage and
seek  solutions
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C A S E  S T U D Y

Capturing the value with a guaranteed EPC

The Royal Free Hospital partnered with MITIE Asset Management to develop and operate a 4.6MW
combined heat and power (CHP) energy centre, under a guaranteed EPC that became active in March 2011.
It gives the Royal Free a number of valuable benefits; reduced exposure to rising energy prices, a reduction
in its carbon emissions and a stronger relationship with its local community – without needing to contribute
any capital.

About The Royal Free
The Royal Free Hampstead NHS Trust is located in London, with 900 beds and 700,000 patients a year. Its
services include accident and emergency, all branches of surgery and medicine, as well as a number of
specialist services including a leading cancer facility and one of only two high security infectious disease
units in the country. It is located on Pond Street, north west London.

The rationale for considering an EPC
The Royal Free needed to replace its ageing power infrastructure, whilst looking at ways of reducing its
carbon emissions. Similar to The Barts and London NHS Trust case study (page 19 in the full White Paper), it
was being influenced by the NHS target of reducing its carbon footprint by 10% between 2007 and 2015,
and with public sector capital constraints, it made sense for the Royal Free to explore the off-balance sheet
solution provided by an EPC.

The EPC arrangement
The agreement with MITIE will deliver guaranteed energy provision, with guaranteed carbon and cost
savings over a 15-year contract. The energy centre will save £13.7m for the hospital over the term of the
contract. Other elements include;
 MITIE is compensated through an annual unitary charge, a fixed amount that is reduced if the

targets are not met.
 Savings beyond target are shared between the two parties

Too good to be true?
We often hear companies who are approached by EPC providers respond that it is “too good to be true”,
assuming there must be a catch. In practice, the biggest stumbling block tends to be the length of the
contract – but for a hospital that is likely to be in the same building for a long period of time, it is a
reasonable risk to take. The benefits can be summarised as follows;
 EPCs are flexible on equity participation
 There may be no capital requirement
 The savings can be guaranteed
 A substantially reduced exposure to rising energy cost or energy shortages
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Tangible community benefits
In April 2011, MITIE signed an additional agreement with Camden Council to sell its excess heat into its
social housing heat network, generating a new income stream for the special purpose vehicle (SPV) and
linking it into the community it services. As from the end of 2011, the surplus heat will provide around half
the total heat needed for 1,500 homes in the Gospel Oak area, helping with Camden’s target of reducing its
borough-wide carbon emissions by 40% by 2020 and reducing local fuel poverty.

Meeting its carbon reduction needs
The system will produce 36,000 MWh of electricity and 36,000 MWh of heat per annum, saving more than
96,000 tonnes of carbon over the lifetime of the contract – the equivalent of 364,100 average car miles.
The hospital’s current demand for gas will also be reduced by 13.5%.

Take-aways:
 EPCs allow organisations to take greater control of their current and future energy provisions
 EPCs can have the effect of turning an investment cost into an income stream

This Case Study was based on an interview with Simon Brown, MITIE Asset Management. For more
information on EPCs please contact Simon Brown at MITIE Asset Management: Simon.Brown@mitie.com.
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S T R A T E G Y I N S I G H T

The growing need for business skills in Energy Management

The big trend in the energy job market is the increasing value being placed on those who combine a
technical understanding of Energy Management with proven business skills.  A premium is emerging for this
new breed who can present a business strategy at Board level, lead a team of people, both technical and
commercial, and who can implement a change management programme.  This is an exciting moment for
some, but it is also a moment of risk for those not willing to embrace change and recognise the importance
of business skills.

In general terms, we see a discernible evolution in Energy Management – see below – which determines
the types of skills that are needed. Companies with a large energy spend relative to profits, such as retail or
manufacturing; will tend to be closer to the “strategic” end. Companies where energy represents a small
fraction of costs will tend to be nearer “low Priority”. Within each business type there will be leaders and
laggards. We see rare occurrences where a good commercially-minded Energy Manager personally can
move the organisation along the spectrum.

The evolution of the Energy Management structure in a typical company

Low Priority
There are still a few FTSE250 and equivalent companies where Energy Management is included in the
remits of people in other functions; usually part of Facilities Management or Property, with responsibility
held at site level. This group will typically regard energy as a low level issue, often with good reason, and
will usually look to external consultants for skills and appraisals that feed into Facilities Managers and the
Sustainability function.

Transitional
The majority of UK-based companies or subsidiaries of multinationals have Energy Managers employed in
the UK, who they rely on for technical expertise. The “required skills” on their job descriptions will be
largely technical in nature, such as energy procurement and compliance with legislation – for a full list see
below. The Energy Manager will typically report into a senior role in other functions such as Facilities
Management and/or Property.

LOW PRIORITY
 No dedicated

specialists
 Energy Management

is part of the remit of
people in other
functions e.g.
Facilities
Management

TRANSITIONAL
 Specialists report into

other functions
 Energy Managers

report into other
functions e.g. Facilities
Management and
compliance

STRATEGIC
 Energy team with a

specialist business
leader

 Leader of Energy
function presents
directly into the Board
or Board member
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Strategic
In companies where energy is a strategic issue – either as a risk or an opportunity – the increasing trend is
to appoint someone with proven business experience to head up the Energy function. Whilst it is important
that they understand the principles of Energy Management, their understanding of business is likely to be
of greater importance. They are expected to present a coherent strategy to the Board – which may include
revenues as well as cost reduction – and they will be expected to deliver significant change to an
organisation. A list of their expected business skills are listed in the table below.

The technical and business skills needed in Energy Management

Technical skills
 Building services and systems
 Targets / measurement / reporting – site audits,

meters, GHG reporting
 Energy forecasting and procurement
 Managing compliance with legislation
 Creating Energy Management Systems, ISO

frameworks
 Setting targets
 Monitoring market best practice

Business skills
 Managing a team of technical experts
 Presenting to the Board
 Investment appraisal tools e.g. MACCs, IRR etc
 Managing third parties / outsourcing partners
 Change management
 Motivation – incorporation into score cards &

remuneration
 Understanding of innovation risk
 Exploring different financing options

A good example of this role would be Richard Tarboton, Director of Energy and Carbon at BT. Richard has
an MBA from Cranfield University, and was previously the Head of the Business Unit at the Energy Saving
Trust. He and his team of energy specialists have used business knowledge to develop one of the most
advanced Energy Efficiency strategies in the FTSE100, developing a strong track record with his finance
team for robust business cases.

In conclusion
There is undoubtedly an evolution towards a more business-orientated role in Energy Efficiency but we
should point out that it is still the enlightened minority that are in this position. We regard companies such
as M&S, Kingfisher, Siemens and BT as having Energy Management headed by someone with strong
business skills.

Many thanks to Olivia Anderson, Senior Consultant, Energy Efficiency and Carbon, and Karyn Peacock,
Consultant, Energy and Climate Change at Acre Resources for this contribution.
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•  Monthly events in London, quarterly in 
three regional locations

Please apply for your  
complimentary place  
www.greenmondays.com

Green Strategy:  annual summit  
(now in its fifth year)
Creative Disruption, OMG: The 
Environment ate my business.
Wednesday 16th November,  
London. UK
Green Strategy 2011 (GS11) is the  
event to showcase the power of the 
environment to determine economic 
value. It goes beyond Sustainability as 
a compliance or corporate reputational 
issue. It argues that resource scarcity 
will emerge as the  characteristic 
of the new economic paradigm, already 
shaping the future of key industries 
such as vehicles, IT, energy, food and 
retail. GS11 will deliver a comprehensive 
framework that can be held up against 
the strategies of big corporations. Our 
aim is to trigger positive change in 
business models.

Green Monday Breakthrough series: 
two events per annum
•  Focused on major strands of 

corporate strategies
•  Typically areas of focus are Energy 

 resource  water 
etc.

Green Monday is an independent platform that 
helps companies to thrive as Sustainability 
increasingly disrupts the global economy. We 
are defined by our focus on Sustainability as 
a strategic issue rather than a compliance or 
Corporate Responsibility issue. Since our launch 
in 2008, over 5,000 people have attended our 
events programme, which includes the following:

TM

Please contact Ben Patten  
for more details:
+44 (0)20 3137 1728 
ben.patten@greenmondays.com 

At Green Monday we are constantly challenging the boundaries of 
commercial strategies around Sustainability through:
•   A responsive events programme that debates the latest issues, with 

leading experts on our panels and invited experts in the audience
•  Showcasing the leading companies, strategies and thought leaders, 

and exposing them to the broader market
•  White Papers to support our event programmes. We typically 

include 10 case studies linked to the theme
•  Surveys to capture market opinion on topics linked to our event 

programme. We run a monthly survey linked to Green Mondays, and 
bespoke surveys linked to our main events
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